General Rules
The description below rules all auctions on the site and are considered an integral part of
the Terms and Conditions.
Each user has the opportunity to purchase items on the site at a lower price compared to
the market by participating a rebate auction ( lowest unique bid site ).
You can place a bid on one or more items. The two lowest unique bids closer to one
cent are considered the two winners. If there is one lowest unique bid there will
be only a single winner. In the event that there are no two lower unique bids,
the items will be won by the two lowest bids.




"Bid" means the amount which a user is willing to purchase an item, and is placed
in euro cents.
"The lowest unique bid" means the only lowest bid placed in euros cents closest to
1 cent (€ 0.01) and not bibbed by any other User.
"Bid in the dark" means that you do not know the bidded amount of other Users
for the same article, until the end of the auction.

When placing a bid and by paying the "Information cost”, the User will know:
1. If the placed Bid is one of the two lowest unique bids.
2. If the placed Bid is not the lowest unique bid.
3. If the placed Bid is not a unique bid.
Only at the end of the auction the User will obtain the results of the two lowest unique
winning bids closets to 0,01 cent.





"Bidding Period" is the time during which you can place a Bid. This period, is
shown with a countdown timer in each auction description.
"Winner" means the User who has won an item at the end of the auction.
"Confirmation Period": the time in which the User maintains to confirm the
payment of the placed bid and is definite in 7 days or 168 hours after the end of
the Bidding Period.
"Credits" are received by AsteReverse when purchasing the "Service" provided.

The winners are the users (or user) who have placed the two lowest unique bid closest
to one cent. In the event that both bidders decide not to purchase the items at the
bidded price, or do not confirm their Bid within the "Confirmation Period", the articles
remain unsold and AsteReverse has the right to withdraw and eventually restore them to
a new Auction.
To place a bid, you have to be a User of AsteReverse and must purchase credits in
order to use the "information cost Service" provided by AsteReverse.
For each item, AsteReverse shows the requested cost per each "information" that will be
deducted from the deposits. The bid will be accepted once the credits for the "information
cost" have been deducted from the User’s account. The user agrees and accepts that
number credits purchased will be deducted form the User’s account depending on the
number of information costs requested. AsteReverse provides you with a number of
"information costs" in reference to the number of bids requested.

The "Information cost" contains the following information:




If the placed Bid is one of the two lowest unique bids.
If the placed Bid is not the lowest unique bid.
If the placed Bid is not a unique bid.

The status of the bids may change during the period of the auction according to other
placed bids provided by other users. The user can verify his/hers position by Login on the
site through his/hers Username and Password. By placing multiple Bids you will be able
to bid multiple numbers between a range of two numbers, with one single click. If you
wish to place bids, including all the figures from 3 cents to 9 cents, the system will
automatically create a bid for: 3 cent, 4 cent, 5 cent, 6 cent, 7 cent, 8 cent and 9 cents
for a total of 7 bids. The system will automatically deduct from the account 7
"information costs" that will inform you the status of each bid.
The winners of the auction will be advertised in the home page within one minute after
the conclusion of each auction. During this time the software verifies and publishes the
winner/s.
The winning results are considered the ones publicised in the HOME PAGE and in the
Winners section. Temporary winner highlighted in green, visualized in the Login areas,
are not considered official winners.
Monthly Credit Chart is the total amount of credits purchased and bidded by a single
individual will automatically participate in the Monthly Credit Chart. The customer/s will
be positioned in a general monthly credit chart and he/she will compete to win monthly
prizes as shown in the news box at the top of the Monthly Credit Chart page.
Shipment and delivery of items.
The winning items will be sent via Express Mail or Couriered directly to the user. Any
contribution to travel expenses, will be reported in the description of the items.
AsteReverse may use third-party companies to manage the packaging and shipment,
however AsteReverse remains responsible for shipping and packaging. Shipping costs
must be paid before the confirmation period. Some items may be delivered "Ex factory"
at the storage houses in each nation. In this case, the payment will be completed upon
delivery. Some items may require the presence of the winning customers because being
subjected to registrations such as: cars, motor vehicles etc. In this case there will be no
shipment or registration costs.
AsteReverse assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable in any way in case of
delivery can not occur because the wrong address on the registration form of the site is
not updated and contains incorrect personal data’s. AsteReverse provides it’s best ability
in selecting suppliers in order to ensure, throughout the Period of Auction, that the items
are available. During the Auction period or before the delivery, if AsteReverse cannot
provide the specific item or is no longer available, AsteReverse will highlight the issue in
the Home Page of the site. If the item is not available after the Bidding Period it will be
replaced with an item of equal or greater value similar to item initially published. In this
case, the Confirmation date will extend to thirty (30) days. If the item should not be
available during the bidding period it may also be withdrawn from the auction and all
credits purchased by the users will be refunded. AsteReverse presents the best possible
detailed descriptions of all items supplied by manufacturers as explanations of all
technical characteristics of the product.

